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About This Game

When Industrial Giant was originally released in 1997 the world was in financial chaos and shocking events that would ripple
down through history, the world of chess was shocked, and some would say this was the end of the game. Deep Blue chess-
playing computer defeated chess champion Garry Kasparov, Stock markets around the world crashed because of a global

economic crisis scare and Microsoft becomes the world’s most valuable company valued at $261 billion dollars.

So, it would seem when this game was launched onto the gaming market the world was in a financial flux and the markets were
in chaos, but could you do a better job?

In Industrial Giant you have to find a route to profit to prove your management skills in this resource management business
simulation. Experience the soaring heights and the shattering depths of being an industrial giant!

A factory, a store and some lorries – a simple beginning can be the start of an illustrious career! Build all types of factories, buy
your raw materials at a bargain and manufacture the products that will bring you fame and fortune. All you need now is the right

advertising strategy – and watch the tills in your newly opened stores fill up.

See what you can do in the toy and sports goods industry. Earn your money from jewelry and furniture. And be prepared for the
challenges of the computer age. The automobile and electronics industries will make demands on your organizational skills.

What is the competition up to? Are they starting to become a nuisance? Then by them out! If you have enough money, that’s it.
Or make your companies running more successful than others! So no one will be able to stop you on your path to success…

Industry Giant stands for simple and comfortable commands combined with a high degree of complexity – yet easy to
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understand.

Features:

Economic strategy simulation in real time

Infinite number of game worlds

All kinds of Industries and over 30 products

Up to three intelligent computer opponents

Lots of exciting careers and single missions
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Title: Industry Giant
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
QLOC
Publisher:
Toplitz Productions
Release Date: 20 Jun, 1997
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English,French,German
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There just isn't enough content in the game. You really feel a lack of control over what's happening in the game. Management
elements are bare bones. The graphical animations are severely lacking.. Here is a quick summary of the game.

MC Hammer teaches Martial Arts.. Ah, the "match 3" craze. I think it's probably petering off now, but match 3 games were
everywhere a few years back and more and more kept popping up. Gyromancer was another trying to cash in on tht craze,
following in the limelight of stuff like Puzzle Quest. I remember back when Tetris and Columns were revolutionary. Now the
market is oversaturated, and stuff like Gyromancer is just kinda dull. If match 3 kinda games are your heroin, you might want to
check Gyromancer out, but otherwise, it's just that sort of game, and doesn't really offer anything great or worth your time, in
my opinion.. Not sure how anyone could give this a negative review. I paid .50 for it, and it's great. Great art, and really fun
gameplay. Excellent way to waste time, at an excellent price point.. great game deep hardcore strategy game i have i8 machine
wins 10works great after 40 hrs i have to say this is one of the best games i have ever played im so addicted i have still not
finshed it yet Great RTS/RPG games like lord of the rings world great story so far wish there was Add ons for this game love
it!. here is a play through of the dlc. the begining is the Deluxier Edition "Farm Village".
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=k_rii-c3LL8
deluxier edition item are listed in a video at the bottom of this review.

-note1-if you own the old Deluxe Edition you DO NOT own this dlc but do have everything else in the Deluxier Edition.
-note2-the dungeon part has a few buggs and i would advise maybe skipping it on your 1st play or go back after beating the
game.
You can also back up your save (just copy past all the files in the knightspp_data folder)
i'm not sure how bad the bugs are but if there was a meh rating this would get it.

This dlc is for about level 14-23 and you have the witch class from the start of the game.

The new witch class is nice.
A new AoE character is always welcome and it heals as well as hurts.
Though it does hits the enemies 1 at a time instead of all at once.
The other abilities are a passive buff for mp, a 1 target damage\/sleep spell, and a bubble that heals and stops 1 attack.

The new items are ok nothing "end game" but are a nice addition.

This video shows everything in the deluxier edition
https:\/\/youtu.be\/PXodhKkVPSQ. For CDN $0.65(the price I paid), this game is a must-buy! Provided me with a few hours of
entertainment and a relatively interesting storyline. Would I have spent more than $5-10 on it? No way, as the cutscenes in
between puzzles are pretty cheesy and not very scary for what I assume they were going for, but I really enjoyed this game for
the few days it lasted me, and if you enjoy point-and-click and hidden object, you'll enjoy it too.. fun when bored. This is the
most fun I've had with a character.
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There're a big annoying glitche in mid-game thus your time'll be wasted. Don't spend your money cause this glitche is here for
years and no fix for it yet. Besides that you'll not get refund due to it happens in mid game as i said. Also it's not alone, check
the game's discussions for known bugs and glitches.

(i'll change my vote to positive if it'll be fixed.). Love this game !!!!! please add more puzzles !!. What I write for this review is
the experience I had with the game, everybody will experience things differently. This is my honest review if you don't like it
well tough. Also no game is safe from a review whether its early access or full release. Now onto the review.

This review is only for the free enlist version, not the actual game review.

Archangel: Hellfire-Enlist is free PVP game. The developer did this I assume to give players some sort of way to try the
game...um ya no. I downloaded this hoping to play for an hour or less but instead all I got to play was "screen watch" seeing how
its PVP only of 2v2 or 1v1 but just trying to find a match is like finding unicorn poop. I was sitting in my chair for 20 minutes
waiting for a game but it couldn't find one even though there were 3 other players on. The free enlist was a good attempt at
getting gamer's to try your game but I think having gamer's play 1 random single-player mission would have been better or even
just 30 minute timer of the main game, something that would ensure gamer's would have a chance at playing something other
then looking at a searching screen.

There is no score since again this a free version of the game for its PVP. I will review full game when I buy it but won't be
anytime soon.. According to the previous "away from earth" games, the titan is quite advanced. The game was really successful.
Special thanks to developers.
. Graphics are clean [map].
Gameplay is good.
Everything other's fine.. :D

Thumbs up.
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